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Sheet electron beams focused by periodically cusped magnetic (PCM) fields are stable against
low-frequency velocity-shear instabilities (such as the diocotron mode). This is in contrast to
the more familiar unstable behavior in uniform solenoidal magnetic fields. A period-averaged
analytic model shows that a PCM-focused beam is stabilized by ponderomotive forces for short
PCM periods. Numerical particle simulations for a semi-infinite sheet beam verify this
prediction and also indicate diocotron stability for long PCM periods is less constraining than
providing for space-charge confinement and trajectory stability in the PCM focusing system. In
this article the issue of beam matching and side focusing for sheet beams of finite width is also
discussed. A review of past and present theoretical and experimental investigations of
sheet-beam transport is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

A strong motivation for the use of thin ribbon or sheet
electron beams in coherent radiation sources or accelera
tors derives from the ability to transport large currents at
reduced current density through thin clearance spaces or in
close proximity to walls or structures. This feature is a
result of the opportunity to add current to the beam at
constant current density by increasing one wide transverse
beam dimension, while keeping the other beam transverse
dimension very small. A historically strong disincentive to
using sheet electron beams in the above-mentioned appli
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constant current density by increasing one wide transverse
beam dimension, while keeping the other beam transverse
dimension very small. A historically strong disincentive to
using sheet electron beams in the above-mentioned appli
cations is their known susceptibility to the disruptive dio
cotron instability occurring in the presence of a uniform
solenoidal magnetic (focusing) field.

Recent research appears to have identified a solution to
this decades-old problem, paving the way for implementa
tion of sheet beams in both relativistic and nonrelativistic
applications. The essence of the solution is to use ponder
omotive focusing achieved with one of several configura
tions of spatially periodic magnetic fields.

In this paper we present an organized review of the
physics and recent results of research of periodically fo
cused sheet electron beams, and we describe new results of
simulation studies of beam stability and emittance growth.

II. HISTORICAL REVIEW

The advantage of using sheet electron beams for high
current applications was first noted over three decades
ago.' However, around the same time, experiments with
both thin annularr" and planar" sheet beams identified a
filamentation instability when the beams were propagated
parallel to a uniform solenoidal magnetic focusing field.
The simplest theoretical model was derived for a very thin,
monoenergetic, nonrelativistic, planar sheet beam, and
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considered only low-frequency, quasistatic perturbations
transverse to the magnetic field axis," Since then, both the
experimental and theoretical details have become consid
erably more sophisticated, including finite beam thickness,
thermal velocity spread, relatistic beam energies, nearby
conducting boundaries, ion-space-charge neutralization,
off-axis beam placement, intense magnetic field strengths,
and nonlinear effects. In all cases, the instability is driven
by EXB drift velocity shear. A partial listing of prior work
can be found in Refs. 6-11 and references cited therein.
Nevertheless, the ubiquitous presence of this breakup or
"diocotron" instability in so many circumstances has
and nonlinear effects. In all cases, the instability is driven
by EXB drift velocity shear. A partial listing of prior work
can be found in Refs. 6-11 and references cited therein.
Nevertheless, the ubiquitous presence of this breakup or
"diocotron" instability in so many circumstances has
largely discouraged aggressive research into accelerator
and coherent radiation sources based on sheet electron
beams.

The first suggestion of periodic magnetic focusing for
sheet beams was made by Sturrock.' In a preceding com
panion article, Sturrock theoretically established the prin
ciple of periodic focusing of rectilinear beams using a gen
eral "Hamilton's principle" analysis that included both
electric and magnetic periodic focusing fields.)2 The subse
quent discussion in Ref. 1, however, focused on the appli
cation of periodic magnetic focusing. In particular, Ref. 1
advocated the use of periodic transverse magnetic fields
(henceforth, referred to as "wiggler" fields-a term famil
iar to the both accelerator and microwave sources commu
nities). In a planar wiggler magnet configuration, the fields
near the midplane of the gap are primarily transverse, with
a weaker longitudinal component seen only by off
midplane electrons. Recognizing this feature, Sturrock sur
mised that this configuration was least susceptible to the
diocotron disruption associated with longitudinal magnetic
fields, as reported by Webster. 2 As we shall discuss below,
Sturrock's idea was basically sound, although he need not
have been so concerned with longitudinal field compo
nents.

The first experimental study of periodic magnetic fo
cusing of sheet electron beams was conducted by Dryden. B
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We further assume that kmY<1 and that y fluctuates on a
much slower time scale than x, i.e., a lny/at<kmuo. Inte
grating Eq. (3a) over the rapid magnetic field fluctuation
time scale yields

(6)

(4a)

(3b)

X;:;;(wco!rkm) cos (kmuot) ,

for the wiggler field [Eq. (la)], and

x;:;; (wdlY/r)cos(kmuot) , (4b)

for the PCM field [Eq. (lb)], where wcO=qBo/m. Substi
tuting these expressions into Eq. (3b) yields

w2

.. cO 2(k ) (5)y= -7 cos muOt y,

for either type of periodic magnetic field-wiggler or PCM.
Making one more usage of the assumption a lny/at
<kmuo, one can "period average" Eq. (4b) over the fast
time scale to obtain

Thus, we can see that the product of two rapidly fluctuat
ing terms-x and Bz-yields a ponderomotive focusing
force that survives the fast-time average. Space-charge ef
fects can be easily incorporated if we assume that any
added dynamics arising from their inclusion occur on
slower time scales. Anticipating multiple-time-scale solu
6Q1\", .ofth.. fnrm r(t)=':Y r-l-r . V(t)=v ,-l-v. (where the
force that survives the fast-time average. Space-charge ef
fects can be easily incorporated if we assume that any
added dynamics arising from their inclusion occur on
slower time scales. Anticipating multiple-time-scale solu
tions of the form x(t) =Xj+xs' y(t) =Yj+Ys (where the
subscripts refer to "fast" and "slow" time scales, respec
tively), one obtains the slow-time-scale equations of mo
tion:

These early experiments confirmed the basic concept of
periodic magnetic focusing (used a "wiggler" configura
tion), but the results would have to be considered incon
clusive regarding beam stability, owing to signficant wall
interception losses. Possible reasons cited for the large in
terception currents included significant emittance in the
injected beam, as well as significant period-to-period field
errors in the magnet array. However, the precise explana
tion was not identified at the time. Furthermore, theoreti
cal analyses of beam "stability" in both Refs. 12 and 13
only considered the stability of single-particle traject
ories 12.13 or gross beam displacement.P rather than overall
stability of the beam to diocotron-like kink modes. Thus,
the stability of sheet beams to diocotron modes in periodic
magnetic focusing has remained an open issue until very
recently.

III. PERIODIC MAGNETIC FOCUSING OF SHEET
ELECTRON BEAMS-ANALYTIC THEORY

A. Equations of motion

Periodic magnetic focusing of rectilinear electron
beams is the result of a ponderomotive force effect tha t
arises from coupled vX B forces in two-component peri
odic magnetic fields. If we assume for the moment that the
magnetic field is spatially uniform in the "x" dimension
(this will represent the "horizontal" or wide transverse
dimension of the sheet beam), then we can most compactly
describe it in terms of a vector magnetic potential, B(y,z)
=VXA(y,z), where A(y,z) =Am(y,z):i. To simplest order,
this vector potential of a planar periodic magnet array
characterized by spatial period Im=21T/km can be approx
dimension of the sheet beam), then we can most compactly
describe it in terms of a vector magnetic potential, B(y,z)
=VXA(y,z), where A(y,z) =Am(y,z):i. To simplest order,
this vector potential of a planar periodic magnet array
characterized by spatial period Im=21T/km can be approx
imated by either the choice

Am(y,z);:;; - (Bo/km)cosh(kmY)cos(k"z), (la)

for a "wiggler" field," or by

(7a)

(7b)
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For an infinitely wide sheet beam with uniform density and
zero emittance, Ey ;:;; (m/q)w~, and hence, the space
charge confinement criterion is obtained from Eq. (7b):(2a)

Am(y,z);:;; - (Bo/km)sinh(kmY)cos(kmZ) , (lb)

for a periodically cusped magnetic (PCM) field.l" Assum
ing that z;:;;uot (uo is a constant) and that uo> IJiI , the
electron equations of motion for combined magnetic and
self-electric forces are

2
2 WcO

wJi)< 2r ' (8)

where w~=nol/m€o is the usual beam plasma frequency
in the beam rest frame and no is the beam particle density .

Equation (8) provides one of two criteria for selecting
between wiggler and PCM focusing. The other criterion is
obtained by considering the effect of the transverse wiggler
fields on the axial velocity i. From Eq. (4a) one obtains

i= ~u6-x}= ~u6- (wco!rkm) 2 cos 2(kmZ), (9)

where we have now relaxed the assumption of a constant
axial velocity and have taken Uo to be the original injection
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(2b)

(3a)

r
.. q E
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In Eqs. (2) , we have implicitly incorporated self-magnetic
fields through a lIy reduction of the self-electric fields,
and have ignored axial bunching effects. The parameter m
refers to the rest mass of the particle and wc/y,z)
=qBy(y,z)/m and wcAy,z) =qBAy,z)/m, where By and
B, are obtained by taking the curl of the appropriate choice
for A m in Eqs. (1). The periodic focusing term is identified
by ignoring space-charge effects, so that

.. wc/y,z)
y,...." 1/,..
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In the case of wiggler focusing , only the off-midplane
electrons see a nonzero component of longitudinal mag
netic field, and this is typically small-of the order B,
- Bokmo/2. Hence, for wiggler focused sheet beams, Eq.
(14) would be of the order:

cu~ 1m
kmuo>~-,

Y CUca W

to high-frequency FEL-like electromagnetic instabilities
than wiggler focusing due to a significantly lower "wig
gling" or quiver velocity amplitude. Specifically, the ratio
of quiver energy between PCM and wiggler focusing scales
as14

FIG. I. Schematic of the offset-pole-piece wiggler (or PCM)
configuration.

B. Stabilization

In a uniform solenoidal field, e.g., B= Boi, Eqs . (2a)
and (2b) are replaced by

CUt<)
T<uo,r m

to avoid complete particle reflection. Substituting for beam
density no in terms of beam current density Jo=qnouo, one
can combine Eqs. (8) and (10) to obtain an approximate
expression, indicating when it is acceptable to consider
wiggler fields (as opposed to PCM fields) for periodic mag
netic focusing:

Jife (raJo) 1/2-- -p <lUt<) < rJ3okme,
Eomc 0

where Po= uric and ro= (1-P~) -1/2. As an illustration,
we consider the case for Im = 2 em and Jo= 100 A/cm2

• For
these choices, Eq. (11) has no solution below a beam en
ergy of approximately 15 keY. If one applies a more strin
gent constraint to minimize the axial energy perturb
ation-s-e.g., IXfl2< uVIo-then the right-hand side of'Eq.
(11) is reduced accordingly, and the inequality fails to
have a solution below a beam energy of approximately 100
keY. In either case, Eq. (11) indicates that low voltage
beams require PCM rather than wiggler fields for periodic
focusing.

or ubitrons, one generally wishes to minimize the axial
velocity perturbation, which implies keeping IXfI2«u6.
Even in the case of FEL applications, one is constrained to
keep IXfI2<u~, or

(16)

B. Stabilization

In a uniform solenoidal field, e.g., B= Boi, Eqs. (2a)
and (2b) are replaced by

x= (qE,,/mr?) + (cudr)j, (12a)

y= (qEylmr?) - (cudr)x. (l2b)

Equations (12) are unstable to low-frequency kink-like di
ocotron modes of the sort ei(kx-OJx). In the limit of a thin
beam (kl5<I, where l5 is the beam thickness) , the space
charge fields have quasistatic solutions of the form 5

, 14

Ex'Z - (ml2q)lU;ok8xs and Ey'Z - (m/2q)cu;okoys, and
the perturbations obey the dispersion relation

cu2 kl5
CU'Z±i2:?cut<)' (13)

i.e., purely growing modes. In contrast, Eqs, (7) are stable
against these low-frequency perturbatlons.I''-P As a rough
guideline, one can expect to achieve stabilization (to dio
cotron modes) of the sheet beam in periodic magnetic fo
cusing, provided the magnetic field fluctuation frequency
kmuo is larger than the growth rate given in Eq. (13):

7TlU~ 8
kmuo>~-, (14)

YlUe W

where W is the beamwidth and we have taken the largest
value of instability wave number as k=27T/W.

For PCM-focused sheet beams, one applies Eq. (14)
directly, substituting cue-cut<)' the peak magnetic field.
Note that PCM focusing is also inherently more immune

(14) would be of the order:

cu~ 1m
kmuo>~-,

Y CUca W

a requirement favoring wide beams and short magnet pe
riods, Note that the velocity shear in wiggler-focused sheet
beams is reduced over that for PCM-focused sheet beams,
since electrons on the top and bottom of the beam drift in
the same direction , owing to the reversed polarity of B, on
either side ofthe wiggler (and beam) midplane. Hence Eq,
( 16) can be considered a conservative estimate.

C. Side focusing

So far, the entire discussion has concentrated on planar
periodic magnet arrays with no field variations in the hor
izontal or "x" dimension. As a result, Eq. (7a) is conspic
uously missing a focusing force term that will ensure con
finement against space charge expansion in the x direction.
There are several options for providing such "side focus
ing." With wiggler magnets, one can consider either pole
face profiling!" or canting. For PCM focusing, one can
consider enclosing the sides with pole-face material, in a
manner that is topologically equivalent to PPM stacks on
conventional (round beam) traveling-wave tubes.l" How
ever, for both wiggler and PCM focusing , there appears to
be an attractive alternative realized by horizontally offset
pole pieces.14,17,18 The configuration is illustrated for a wig
gler magnet array in Fig. 1.

Offset-pole side focusing is based on the principle that
after period averaging the dynamics, beam edge electrons



(17)

(18)

experience a nonzero vertical field component (By) of con
stant polarity. As a result, they experience a constant,
inward-deflecting, uoBy force. An approximate analytical
model for the fields of a periodic magnet array with offset
pole faces has been derived. !" From that derivation, one
can obtain an approximate expression for the period
averaged side-focusing force as

.. ucP>cO [ -1( w/2+x )
x Iside focusing::::::2~r tan (y-b

m/2)

-tan-
1( I;~~~~I)] '

where x= ±w/2 indicates where the beginning of the
magnet horizontal offset and b.; is the magnet gap, as in
dicated in Fig. I.

Offset-pole side focusing has several advantages. First,
it is relatively straightforward to configure and does not
require very precise machining of pole face curvature. Sec
ond, the amount of focusing force realized by this tech
nique is quite substantial, and is probably adequate for
almost any sheet beam application. l" Third, this configu
ration with its open-sided topology provides the maximum
possible clearance and access to the beam channel. This
provides an important feature relevant to input and output
radiation coupling for coherent radiation source applic
ations.":"

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES WITH WIGGLER·
FOCUSED RELATIVISTIC SHEET ELECTRON
BEAMS-THE LOW SPACE·CHARGE LIMIT
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES WITH WIGGLER·
FOCUSED RELATIVISTIC SHEET ELECTRON
BEAMS-THE LOW SPACE·CHARGE LIMIT

A. Theoretical predictions for beam focusing and
stability

Since 1987, a research program has been in place at the
University of Maryland to develop high average power
( - 1 MW) millimeter-wave sources for fusion plasma
heating. The high average radiation power requirement im
plies high average beam power, which, in turn, places se
vere emphasis on eliminating sources of wall interception
current. This concern led 'to a proposal for a free electron
laser source,17,19,20 employing a sheet electron beam prop
agating in the narrow gap of a planar wiggler magnet. The
choice of a wiggler magnet exploited the simultaneous pro
vision of both a focusing method as well as a source for
inducing coherent gain-i.e., the "lasing" mechanism.

The extreme emphasis on beam propagation with neg
ligibly small interception currents has led to a FEL design
with very stiff (low space-charge) beam parameters (e .g.,
high voltage and modest current density). A recent
desigrr" specifies a beam voltage of 0.86 MY and a current
density of 100 Azcm", Based on Eq. (8), space-charge
focusing requires Eo> 1.1 kG-a relatively modest require
ment given the state of the art in wiggler magnet design . In
fact, a peak wiggler field of 7.0 kG has been proposed as an
ultimate design goal.21

Equation (16) can be used to specify a maximum al
lowable magnet period 1m to suppress diocotron instability.
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eluding a specifledl'' sheet beam width of 3.0 em, one ob
tains 1m < 80 em for stability against diocotron modes . This
large number is consistent with the choice of stiff beam
parameters, and is easily satisfied by the design specifica
tion of lm= 1.0 cm.21

So far , the discussion on beam focusing requirements
has only considered space charge. However, it is well
known that nonzero transverse beam emittance can be of
equal importance, since particles with larger transverse
momenta will be associated with larger transverse betatron
orbit amplitudes. To illustrate with a simplified calcula
tion, we start with the familiar force balance relation be
tween a linear transverse focusing force and kinetic out
ward pressure due to finite emittanccf 12&'RMS
>~/16Y~Ms , where kp is the wave number of betatron
particle orbits. Using Eq. (6), we recast this relation as a
limit on the maximum possible beam emittance that can be
focused by a set of periodic magnetic focusing parameters:

{()cOOiMS

€Y<4v'1cR-l'

where 0RMS is the RMS beam thickness and 1T€y is the
(unnormalized) RMS beam emittance (in units of length
rad) in the transverse (y) dimension. The 0.86 MY sheet

beam FEL design referenced above specifies a beam thick-
ness 0RMS- 1.0 mm . Based on the design specification of a
7.0 kG peak magnetic field amplitude, Eq. (18) implies a
maximum RMS transverse emittance of approximately
€y-301T mm mrad.

B. Experimental results on beam focusing and
fitalllll\Y... ~u.~_ .._..~. _.__ _......_..__ __ -rr- ._u _. __"

€y-301T mm mrad.

B. Experimental results on beam focusing and
stability

To summarize the section above, theoretically pre
dicted requirements on wiggler field amplitude and spatial
period for beam focusing and stabilization are all much less
stringent than the requirements imposed by the desired
FEL frequency and amplifier gain. In fact, the theory pre
dicts that the confinement behavior of relativistic, low
space-charge sheet electron beams in periodic magnetic
fields should be dominated by single-particle-orbit theory.
On this basis, one might expect a rather robust beam sta
bility and high transport efficiency. This expectation has
been confirmed in a sequence of experiments on wiggler
focused relativistic sheet electron beams.

Initial experiments" conducted with a five-period-long
wiggler represented the first feasibility demonstration for
wiggler focusing of relativistic sheet electron beams. These
early experiments using a 1 cm period wiggler supported
the prediction of sheet beam stability by failing to display
any significant breakup or filamentation. However, a new
challenge was identified, associated with the tendency of
the beam to drift in the horizontal dimension. This drift
was explained for x-independent wiggler fields by conser
vation of canonical momentum in the x dimension." The
typical solution to this problem is to use an input taper on
the wiggler magnetic field amplitude.IS

A second set of experiments was conducted on a ten-
_...,.";_...1_1_... ". ....ri".,...lD1o~ U lh1,..J., ~n-~;n llC,::Ilrf <'.:II ft'\Qft'npt n,::llM nrf nf



approximately 1 cm. 17
•
23 These experiments confirmed the

prior measurements, indicating stability against diocotron
filamentation. More importantly, they confirmed the theo
retical prediction that for confinement of stiff beams, finite
beam emittance is more critical than space charge. In par
ticular, these experiments demonstrated that achieving
negligibly small wall interception current-Le., complete
sheet beam confinement-is feasible, provided that injected
beam emittance is kept very small .17

•
23 The results were

consistent with Eq. (18).
Most recently, experiments have demonstrated well

confined sheet electron beam transport through a 56
period-long wiggler channel with a 1.0 em spatial magnet
period .18•21These experiments have included studies of the
effects of various input field tapers, variable beamwidths,
and offset-pole side focusing on sheet beam confinement.
Due to the considerable length of the transport system,
these measurements may be considered the first definitive
experimental test of the offset-pole side-focusing concept.
The results indicated nearly 100% complete beam trans
mission for sheet beam widths up to 20 mm, provided the
wiggler entrance fields were carefully tapered. Less opti
mum entrance field tapers yielded significantly reduced
beam current transport efficiencies as a result of the hori
zontal drift effect mentioned earlier.P Because of the
method of beam formation, sheet beams wider than 20 mm
were characterized by significantly larger values of emit
tance Ex in the horizontal dimension. Hence, the experi
mental results suggest that offset-pole side focusing is con
siderably less effective for beams with large emittance in
the wide transverse dimension. Understanding this behav
ior and the detailed physics of offset-pole side focusing is
an important topic for future study.
mentar results suggest that onset-pole side 'tOCUSIng Is con:
siderably less effective for beams with large emittance in
the wide transverse dimension. Understanding this behav
ior and the detailed physics of offset-pole side focusing is
an important topic for future study.

To summarize this work, it has been theoretically and
experimentally established that relativistic, low-voltage
sheet electron beams focused by periodic magnetic fields
are robustly stable to disruptive instabilities (e.g., dio
cotron) . More importantly, these stiff beams exhibit highly
predictable behavior that is well described by single
particle-orbit theory. The implication of this last point for
the feasibility of the high-power FEL designs" is very fa
vorable, in that a priori predictions of negligible intercep
tion currents for carefully chosen FEL designs can be ac
cepted with a high degree of confidence.

V. ANALYTIC AND NUMERICAL STUDIES OF PCM
FOCUSED NONRELATIVISTIC SHEET
BEAMS-THE SPACE-CHARGE DOMINATED REGIME

The University of Maryland research described above
has broken new ground in the search for a stable method of
confining sheet electron beams. However, in a physics
sense, the context of this work is narrow because the stiff,
relativistic energy beam parameters were intentionally cho
sen to be in a "single-particle-orbit regime," where space
charge effects are minimal. Hence, it may not be surprising
that the experiments indicated a robust stability to the dis
ruptive diocotron mode-a space-charge-induced phenom
enon.

To investigate the behavior of space-charge-dominated
sheet beams in periodic magnetic focusing, a research pro
gram has been established at the University of Wisconsin
to study PCM focusing of nonrelativistic sheet electron
beams. The concentration on lower beam voltages necessi
tates the use of PCM focusing, as previously discussed.
However, the use of lower beam voltages also places a
greater emphasis on space charge effects than in the case of
the stiff relativistic beams . For example, it is expected that
low voltage beams in PCM focusing should be more sus
ceptible to diocotron-like disruption (than wiggler-focused
relativistic sheet beams) if the magnet period is too large.
This point was indirectly made in an earlier analysis by
Dohler,24 and we will explore it in greater detail below. In
contrast to wiggler focusing, however, PCM focusing is
less susceptible to high-frequency electromagnetic instabil
ities, and is not susceptible to horizontal drift.

Recent analyses 14 have made a start on analyzing the
specific physics of offset-pole side focusing, and the more
general issue of two-dimensional beam matching (i.e., a
balance between space charge and focusing forces) in
PCM-focusing channels. In general, the analytic fluid the
ory pred icted that two-dimensional (2-D) laminar beam
equilibria cannot be found for sheet beams with rectangu
lar cross sections (i.e., constant thickness across the entire
beamwidth), since the beam edges always end up being
overfocused for matched conditions near the horizontal
center of the beam. However, elongated elliptical cross sec
tion sheet beams were shown to have properties consistent
with achieving a: matched beam.

Recently, a more detailed understanding and appreci
ation of the physics of PCM-focused sheet beams have been
obtained via particle-in-cell (PIC) numerical simulations.
tion sheet beams were shown to have properties consistent
with achieving a: matched beam.

Recently, a more detailed understanding and appreci
ation of the physics ofPCM-focused sheet beams have been
obtained via particle-in-cell (PIC) numerical simulations.
Although the PIC code used is only "2 i-D" (two dimen
sional in spatial coordinates, three dimensional in momen
tum coordinates), we have successfully simulated the third
spatial degree of freedom (z axis) by transforming into the
time domain. IS A dramatic demonstration of how periodic
focusing can ponderomotively stabilize sheet beams against
diocotron modes is exhibited in Figs. 2 and 3.

Figure 2 displays the unstable behavior of a sheet beam
immersed in a uniform solenoidal magnetic field. The ini
tial beam configuration in Fig. 2ea) is "seeded" by a den
sity bunch of excess charge within the indicated region at
the center of the beam (in an experiment, such bunches
will grow from "noise-level" inhomogeneities in the beam
density distribution). The vortex formation driven by the
EXB velocity shear is clearly visible. By the end of the
simulation run, diocotron filamentation is evident. The ini
tial parameters for this example included a 0.07 T uniform
magnetic field (in the z dimension), uo=5.9X 107 mls
(corresponds to 10 keV), a beam thickness t5 = 2 mm, and
a background beam charge density of Po=2.1
X 10-3 C/m3

• The density of the "seed" charge bunch in
the center of the beam was 60% greater than the back
ground charge density. The left and right boundaries of
each frame represent symmetry planes, and are spaced a
distance of 10 mm apart. The simulated instability's
growth rate is in qualitative agreement with the approxi-
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FIG. 2. Evolution of a diocotron instability for a sheet electron beam with
an initial density bunch immersed in a uniform axial magnetic field of
magnitude Bo. The magnetic field axis points into the page. The initial
conditions were Bo=0.07 T. Pmu=3.3XlO-3 C/ m3• Pmax/Pmin=1.6,
~=6=2.0 mm, uo=5.9 X 107 m/s, and the horizontal width of the sim
ulation frame is 10.0 mm (a) t=O.Ons, (b) t=0.5 ns, (e) t= 1.4 ns, (d)
t= 2.8 ns, (e) 4.6 ns, and (f) t= I \.5 ns.
an initial density bunch immersed in a uniform axial magnetic field of
magnitude Bo. The magnetic field axis points into the page. The initial
conditions were Bo=0.07 T. pmu=3.3 XIO- 3 C/ m3

• Pmax/Pmin=1.6 ,
~=6=2.0 mm, uo=5.9 X 107 m/s, and the horizontal width of the sim
ulation frame is 10.0 mm (a) t=O .Ons, (b) t=0.5 ns, (c) t= 1.4 ns, (d )
t=2.8 ns, (e) 4.6ns, and (f) t=l\.5 ns.

FIG. 3. Simulation demonstrating stabilization of diocotron instability by
ponderomotive focusing with rapidly oscillating magnetic fields. Initial
conditions for the electron beam were the same as those for Fig. 2. Pa
rameters for the time-harmonic magnetic field included a peak amplitude
Bo=0.07 T. a magnetic fluctuation frequency fJ)s=1.0X 1011 S- I, and a
transverse gradient scale length of £- 1=1.7 mm- I . (a ) 1=0 ns, (b)
t=0.505, (c ) t=0.7 ns, (d) t= 1.2 ns, (e) t= 1.8 ns, and (f) t= 12.4 ns.
ponderomotive focusing with rapidly oscillating magnetic fields. Initial
conditions for the electron beam were the same as those for Fig. 2. Pa
rameters for the time-harmonic magnetic field included a peak amplitude
Bo=0.07 T. a magnetic fluctuation frequency fJ)s=1.0X lOll S- I, and a
transverse gradient scale length of £-1= 1.7 mm- I . (a) 1=0 ns, (b)
t=0.5 ns, (c) t=0.7 ns, (d) t= 1.2 ns, (e) t= 1.8 ns, and (f) t= 12.4 ns.

mate prediction of a 0.5 ns e-folding time obtained from
Eq. (13) and the specified parameters.

Results obtained by repeating the above simulation
with PCM-like fields are displayed in Fig. 3. For this case,
the initial beam conditions were identical with those of Fig.
2. The magnetic field parameters were chosen to simulate a
PCM field with a peak amplitude of 0.07 T and a spatial
magnet period 1=3.8 mm . There are three distinct features
of this particular simulation. First the gross velocity-shear
(diocotron) instability and filamentation observed in Fig. 2
is absent, confirming the analytic predictions. Second, the
beam thickness fluctuates in time, due to a ponderomotive
focusing force that initially exceeds the beam space-charge
forces. This effect is discussed in greater detail elsewhere. IS

Finally, a significant beam "heating" or transverse emit
tance growth is evident from the trajectory mixing and the
slight halo production of Fig. 3. This effect is primarily due
to the initially overfocused beam conditions and is driven
by localized electrostatic field fluctuations within the
beam. 22,2S

We have also begun to explore the effect of longer
magnet periods on beam confinement and stability. For a
current density of 12.2 A/cm2

, magnetic field amplitude
Bo=0.7 kG, drift velocity /3z=0.2, and a beam energy of
~ _.. -- ... . . .. . ... .. . ""' -,

to the transport channel for PCM periods below 37 mm.
Figure 4 shows the total particle energy in the system de
scribed in Fig. 3 except with 1m = 40 mm. The sudden drop
in system particle energy near 1 ns corresponds to particle
loss to the walls of the transport channel.

As 1m increases, the separation of particle motion into
"fast" and "slow" time scales in the analytic theory of the
previous sections becomes inadequate. A semianalytic
model was developed, which involves numerically integrat
ing the equations of motion for the beam envelope in the
presence of space-charge and the PCM magnetic field
model used in the particle simulations. The effects of emit
tance and emittance growth are neglected for the present.
This model demonstrates a transition from periodic, or
semiperiodic, confined flow to an exponential expansion of
the beam envelope near Im=35 mm, in very good agree
ment with the particle simulations.

Trajectory stability was examined for a similar magnet
configuration (PPM focusing of a cylindrical beam) in
Ref. 26 with similar observations. Both Ref. 26 and our
semianalytic model predict the existence of regions of tra
jectory stability for longer magnet periods than those for
the unstable region . For the same beam parameters de
scribed above, this second stability region occurs for 60
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verify the existence of this second trajectory-stable region.
No clear evidence of filamentation associated with

velocity-shear instabilities (diocotron growth) was ob
served in the particle simulations, as the PCM period was
lengthened to 70 mm. Rather, it appears as though space
charge confinement and focusing of the beam are the con
straining factors in the design of a suitable PCM focusing
system for sheet beams. The simulations also indicate that
shortsr P(;liM neriods nrovl'c'lt> for lower e.lD\ttance I!'rnwth
served 10 II e partIcle simu allons, as tne rLM penon was
lengthened to 70 mm. Rather, it appears as though space
charge confinement and focusing of the beam are the con
straining factors in the design of a suitable PCM focusing
system for sheet beams. The simulations also indicate that
shorter PCM periods provide for lower emittance growth
in the initially laminar sheet beam. Emittance growth in
the semi-infinite sheet beam, and confinement and match
ing of a finite width sheet beam are the subjects of current
investigation with the particle simulations.

FIG. 4. System particle energy as a function of time with the same beam
and magnetic field parameters as in Fig. 3, except with «/o=9.4X 1011 S-I
(lm=4{) mm). The large drop in total particle energy near 1 ns corre
sponds to a loss of particles to the walls of the transport channels.
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